
clean efficiency

The Belafer “MOLARIS” forestry shredder model is a machine designed and manufactured 
with our own technology and with the latest generation materials, SSAB strenx wear-
resistant plating of the highest quality. Guaranteed tungsten carbide hammers, induced 
bushes and protection chains in G-80 quality. The tailgate allows the shredding material 
to be directed to the ground and spread over a width of up to 10/15 metres. The wedge-
shaped gate allows entry into leafy areas with high shredding performance, forest 
firebreaks, clearings from felling, power lines, pastures and forestry in general. 
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Shredding 
capacity from 
30 cm to 50 cm 
diameter. 

The Molaris forestry 
mulcher has a high 
mulching capacity, 
even in the most 
difficult terrain.

Model

Working width Working width C.V. R.P.M. No. of hammers Weight kg

Molaris 180 1.800 mm 2.200 mm 110-150 1.000 38 1.850
Molaris 200 2.000 mm 2.400 mm 150-220 1.000 48 2.190
Molaris 220 2.200 mm 2.600 mm 160-250 1.000 48 2.350
Molaris 240 2.400 mm 2.800 mm 180-300 1.000 48 2.600



Forestry Shredder MOLARIS

➨  Sheet metal in SSAB Strenx.
➨ Fixed hammer rotor shaft with steel bolts 20x60.
➨  Double plate hammers, interchangeable with straight plate 

hammer.
➨ Tailgate with hydraulic double-cylinder tailgate.
➨ H-400 skids for cutting height adjustment.

➨  Front and rear protective chains.
➨  Double mesh curtain on front side. 
➨ Double-belt lateral drive. 
➨ 300 hp group.
➨  Reinforced rotor with inner counter hammers in 3 rows and 

double inner saw line. 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Points 
protected 
and marked 
lubrication 

Easily accessible, protected 
hydraulic elementsHydraulic 

rear 
structure

Height 
adjustable 
skates H-400 

Connections 
for hoses.

Protection of 
transmission 
elements

The possibility of easily interchanging rotors, allows the 
MOLARIS mulcher to be transformed into a highly versatile 
forestry machine. 

Fixed hammer rotor Type KNG. 
Interchangeable to a rotor with 
floating hammer rotor

Floating hammer 
rotor forestry


